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as Chicago Z (Caretano Z) and Cayetano Z (Caretano 
Z), the current 1m60 horse of the Austrian Julia Kayser. 
(FOTO).

In 1988 the second foal of Ratina Z was born, Rex Z. 
He was the product of a daring cross of Ratina Z with 
her full brother Rebel I Z. Rex Z produced scores of 
horses that were active at the highest level and still makes 
the headlines almost every week thanks to his genial 
daughter Regina Z which, under Harrie Smolders, seems 
to win anything there is to win. Regina Z is the extreme 
proof of in-breeding and out-cross going perfectly well 
together. Rex Z is an extreme example of in-breeding. 
Crossing with a trotter mare is the finest example of an 
extreme outcross.

At the end of the 80s Calipa Z and Rex Z were the 
last offspring of Ratina Z for the time being. In the 90s 
Ratina Z enjoyed her highlights in the sport with the 
earlier mentioned successes, which earned her the title 
of ‘Mare of the Century’. You can not dream of a better 
start of the next century. In the magical year 2000 Ratina 
Z, 12 years after the birth of Rex Z, again foaled. This 
year she had as many as 3 foals. In 1999 Leon Melchior 

with offspring that have been featuring in the top sport 
until this very day. At Studfarm Zangersheide the young 
mares first have one or two foals before they go into the 
sport. It went no different in the case of  Ratina Z. In 
1985 Leon Melchior had Ratina Z served, as almost all 
the other young mares at Zangersheide, by his newest 
acquisition Cor de la Bryere (Rantzau xx). The result 
was Calipa Z, a mare that has meanwhile developed 
her own line with offspring such as Rabiat Z and Hans 
Anders Z as the first, but also today still with horses such 

We regularly receive the question from breeders all over the world what mare material Studfarm Zangersheide 
uses for breeding. Our stallions have built up fine reputations but our mares are not so well-known and are 
sometimes, for the sake of their own welfare and safety, even kept away from the public. In this new series we 
want to introduce you to the ladies that represent our future; Ratina Z, Cocaine Z, Carlaya Z, Abba Z, Cha Cha Z, … 
they will all be described in turn. We obviously like to begin with the line that ‘Leading Lady’, Ratina Z has created 
before and after her own sport career. Although Ratina Z herself is no longer an active broodmare, her clones Ratina 
Alpha Z and Ratina Gamma Z are of immense importance in the breeding of Studfarm Zangersheide.

The broodmares of 
Zangersheide

Part 1 : Ratina Alpha Z &   
  Ratina Gamma Z

Some historic facts
The sport career of Ratina Z has been covered by the 
media ad nauseam. A totally unfit expression since such a 
sport record of that calibre is never boring and will always 
remain exceptional. Only few horses in the history of the 
showjumping sport have proved to be her equal. A true 
championship horse, with a heart of gold and springs 
under her hooves which, as a championship progresses, 
only stretch more. Under two different riders, namely 
Piet Raijmakers and Ludger Beerbaum, she earned 
gold medals at Olympics, World Equestrian Games and 
European Championships. But also the “smaller stuff” 
was considerable, for over the years she also collected 
a long series of World Cups and GPs. She displayed her 
unmistakable talent and her unusual character already 
at a young age. Her hardiness and mentality served her 
to play a prominent role on the international stage for 
eight years on end. Piet and Ludger are still her greatest 
fans up to today. For those people who never had the 
privilege to have seen her act in the flesh: hop on the 
world-wide web and go to a website where more than 1 
billion viewers watch movies and type ‚Ratina Z’. You 
will not be sorry.

The broodmare Ratina Z
Ratina Z was born in 1982 and comes from a legendary 
year, in which also Zangersheide mares such as Aldate Z 
(Alme Z), Reurika Z (Ramiro Z – Heureka Z), Rinnetou 
Z (Ramiro Z) and Ragram Z (grandam As Cold as Ice 
Z) were born. They all developed into foundation dams 
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next few years of grazing and playing, with no pressures 
at all. One of them did, however, already make headlines 
last year. Air Ratina Z was the first foal born from two 
cloned showjumping horses; her sire is Air Jordan Alpha 
Z. Not yet in the limelight are her two half-brothers 
from the same year; Action Man Z, a son of Aktion Pur 
Z, and Captain Sparrow Z, a son of the much promising 
Comilfo Plus Z.

A fourth clone, Ratina Delta Z, was born on 17 February 
2015 in Texas and arrived at Zangersheide three months 
ago. It is sensational to see her similarity to the original 
Ratina Z and she is also giving us high hopes for the 
future!

Let it be clear: the story of Ratina Z is still being written, 
reads like a novel and will become a bestseller.

At Zangersheide Ratina Alpha Z was first crossed with 
that other legend, Taloubet Z. The result is the now 3-yr-
old mare Taltina Z. A beautiful, tall, bay mare who in 
free jumping displays enormous power with a perfect 
and sharp technique. Taltina Z will be inseminated this 
year with the sperm of our promising Solid Gold Z 
(Stakkato Gold). But the mare will not carry the foal 
herself, Taltina Z will be saddle-broken this winter and 
gently guided towards the sport. 
One year after Taltina Z, Ratina Alpha Z produced the 
colt Aristoteles Z. His sire is the power-pack Aktion Pur 
Z. Together with his contemporaries Aristoteles Z is still 
enjoying his rearing phase, but his first free jumping 
performance make us dream of a page in next year’s 
stallion catalogue with the title ‘Aristoteles Z’. This year 
Ratina Alpha Z will produce a foal by Solid Gold Z, a 
foal she is carrying and will rear herself. Just like Ratina 
Z did at the time with her firstlings.

Ratina Gamma Z was served as a 2-yr-old by Clarissimo 
Z, two embryos were flushed and two foals were 
born. A colt and a filly. The colt, Claritino Z, stayed at 
Zangersheide and received his license for breeding earlier 
this year and is now available to the breeders. The filly is 
called Call Me de Muze Z and is serving at the studfarm 
from Joris De Brabander. In order not to lose her genes 
in Zangersheide, either, a filly by Levisto Z was born 
at Zangersheide this year after embryo transplantation. 
The generations begin to follow each other more quickly 
now, because when this foal is born, Ratina Gamma Z is 
already a grandam as a 6-yr-old. 

In 2013 Ratina Gamma Z had 3 foals. The stout Liber Z 
is a son of Levisto Z and is the spitting image of his sire, 
Caesar Z is a very handsome son of Chacco Blue and the 
third is a filly by Zandor Z called Zarina Z, who is the 
mirror reflection of her dam, Ratina Z.

The last Ratina Z offspring for the time being are these 
from 2014. They are yearling with the single task for the 

Ratina Alpha, Beta, Gamma & Delta
As you may have noticed, Ratina Z did not produce 
many offspring in her life, the reverse effect of her 
enormous sport career. To prevent that this valuable 
sport blood would not get lost, Leon Melchior had the 
mares cloned in 2008. In 2009 three healthy foals were 
born, genetically exact copies of Ratina Z. In order of 
birth they were given the names Ratina Alpha Z, Ratina 
Beta Z and Ratina Gamma Z. Ratina Beta Z died as a 
2-yr-old of an accident in the field. Her sisters developed 
into fine and powerful horses. ‘The Ratinas’ are so 
valuable to Studfarm Zangersheide that nowadays 
they are excelusively used for breeding to allow for the 
expansion of Ratina line. 

had sent Ratina Z, after she finished her sport career, for 
one season to Mexico, because the technique of embryo 
transplantation was far more advanced there than in 
Europe at the time. This resulted in the mare Clever Z 
(Carthago Z), her full brother Crown Z (Carthago Z) 
and Treasure Z (Tlaloc la Silla Z). In 2001 Carlos Z 
was born, also a son of Carthago Z and in 2002 came 
Ambiance Z (Artos Z). Of these 5 contemporaries only 
Crown Z stayed at Studfarm Zangersheide. For Carlos Z 
and Ambiance Z fate struck when they were still young. 
Clever Z was sold to Hipico La Silla in Mexico, Treasure 
Z first served for several seasons at the studfarm in 
Lanaken, then was sold as a promising sport horse and 
today is jumping at 1m50 level under the Egyptian Wael 
Mahgary. Crown Z was very successful himself under 
Judy Ann Melchior. Nowadays this product of two 
Olympic parents is a full-time stud and he represents 
the studfarm in all of Europe. He served in France for 
a few years, came back to Belgium and, because of his 
extreme popularity, has now gone to Germany for two 
years breeding. Some 50 products of Crown Z are active 
in the international sport, such as Crowntano Z, Raina 
des Dames, Rocker d’Ysieux, Rana des Hayettes, and 
Crown of Denmark Z.

Ratina Z produced her last foal in 2005 in Germany. 
This colt by Cornet Obolensky is called Comme Il Faut. 
Comme Il Faut started his career in the sport in the arena 
of his dam, the Ratina Z Arena, where in 2010 he was 
reserve world champion of the 5-yr-olds, still ridden by 
Franz-Josef Dahlmann at the time. The German grand 
master Marcus Ehning took over the reins for a while and 
always made a deep impression with his brown elastic 
ball. In World Cups and the GCT-circuit he repeatedly 
showed his great class which has impressed a host of 
breeders world-wide. Comme Il Faut is extremely “hot” 
in breeding circles, every breeder, auction or dealers 
yard wants to have a product of his. The same goes for 
Crown Z, by the way, whose offspring can be found in 
every top-class rider’s stables up to today. 
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